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rarely sufficient opportunity for children and youth to have
the direct normal experiences from which educators might
derive an idea of method or order of best development. Ex-
periences are had under conditions of such constraint that they
throw little or no light upon the normal course of an experi-
ence to its fruition. " Methods " have then to be authorita-
tively recommended to teachers, instead of being an expres-
sion of their own intelligent observations. Under such cir-
cumstances, they have a mechanical uniformity, assumed
to be alike for all minds. Where flexible personal ex-
periences are promoted by providing an environment which
calls out directed occupations in work and play, the methods
ascertained will vary with individuals — for it is certain that
each individual has something characteristic in his way of
going at things.
(it) In the second place, the notion of methods isolated
from subject matter is responsible for the false conceptions
of discipline and interest already noted. When the effective
way of managing material is treated as something ready-
made apart from material, there are just three possible ways
in which to establish a relationship lacking by assumption.
One is to utilize excitement, shock of pleasure, tickling the
palate. Another is to make the consequences of not attend-
ing painful; we may use the menace of harm to motivate con-
cern with the alien subject matter. Or a direct appeal may
be made to the person to put forth effort without any reason.
We may rely upon immediate strain of " will." In practice,
however, the latter method is effectual only when instigated
by fear of unpleasant results.
(in) In the third place, the act of learning is made a direct
and conscious end in itself. Under normal conditions, learn-
ing is a product and reward of occupation with subject matter.
Children do not set out, consciously, to learn walking or talk-
ing. One sets out to give his impulses for communication
and for fuller intercourse with others a show. He learns in

